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ABSTRACT
Graph Query Language (GraphQL) has gained popularity in web content development community after
its release in 2015 by Facebook Inc. The application enables clients to have sufficient control over
returned access data from queries issued by mobile devices. The language was designed with a declarative
approach to data fetching unlike REST which was just an architectural style without specific endpoints to
syntax or semantics data. A major issue in GraphQL arises when query grows exponentially and a node
produces an array of nodes leading to increase both in number of requests to data source and in response
time. This research study presents an optimised GraphQL using the popular Apollo GraphQL Server and
the architecture implemented successfully reduced the number of requests to data sources and response
time. This was done by adding dataloaders to resolvers of high order functions with heavy computations,
highly reoccurring input and recursive functions with recursive input. The system was developed, keeping
flexibility as one of its key focus using typescript and tested with typescript and MongoDB as the external
resource in the same environment and variables against the previous system. Experiment performed on
the optimised Apollo GraphQL Server shows that only queries of the first request are sent to the data
source and subsequent requests are generated from the cache unlike the previous system where query is
constantly generated on the data source for each request. The result obtained showed significant gain in
runtime and reduction in response time by 82%. This result adds to solution of the N+1 problem
regarding query processing.
Keywords: Graph Query Language, dataloaders, Representational State Transfer
INTRODUCTION
Representational State Transfer (REST) is an architectural style for designing loosely coupled web
services. The best example of REST based architecture is the World Wide Web itself, which is based on
Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP). REST is mostly chosen over Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP). SOAP is used to construct web services or web Application Programming Interface (API)
primarily depending on Extensible Markup Language (XML) to provide messaging services. SOAP uses
other different protocols for communication such as Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) or File
Transfer Protocol (FTP) apart from HTTP, when compared with REST which uses HTTP. REST is more
flexible to use since its client are not coupled to their server and it supports different formats, smaller
message sizes, less bandwidth, and better caching. REST API focuses on the scalability of component
interactions, generality of interfaces and independent deployment of components as proposed first by
(Fielding., 2000), Nevertheless, REST API suffers from two major issues, over fetching and under
fetching. Over fetching occurs when the response of a request is populated with data that are not needed.
This causes waste of resources such as bandwidth while under fetching is where the response to a request
does not contains all necessary information, another round trip is done to get more information. In REST
API, the server exposes multiple end point for certain information. Each end points expect certain
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criteria’s such as query parameter, HTTP method such as GET, PUT, DELETE, POST and so on. REST
structure using the server as a target removes the ability for the client to define the necessary data that it
needs. This inability for client to define the needed response data structure in the request is the main cause
of under fetching and over fetching. Clients has to perform multiple queries and aggregation to have
complete data, more over updating of servers, brings about another limitation in REST, since data sources
in REST API are tied to distinct endpoint. Modification of an endpoint requires modification of resources
that uses that endpoint, and this leads to poor discovery of information. There is also difficulty in
changing domain, since the endpoints are plus one layer structure above the domain name. To fix these
limitations, Facebook Inc. developed GraphQL (Graph Query Language) in 2012 but was made public in
2015 (Yassine, 2019).
GraphQL is a novel query language for implementing Web based API. The language provides an
alternative to REST API without its limitations. GraphQL integrates the focus from server first to client
first, and its main goal is to give the client the ability to describe the structure of data that it needs.
GraphQL uses just a single end point as opposed to RESTful API which uses multiple endpoints. It
provides introspect of the server to the client, and this enables the client to have an overview of the
schema to see resources which can be obtained from it. Some benefits by GraphQL are accomplish more
in one API call, Query across business objects, Efficient payload size over the network, Support for
variables, fragments, strongly typed objects, Schema, Introspection, Rich tooling, Built-in documentation,
and Built-in deprecation (Kotov & Partica, 2018).
Review of Related Works
As the design and implementation of web API constantly evolves, web API are fast becoming the best
link between client and server application, hence the attention being paid to web API recently. (Ralphson,
2019) noted that from the evolving rate of web API in the early 1990’s, most web APIs use Extensible
Mark-up Language (XML) for exchange of formatted documented over the HTTP protocol. The study
pointed out one of the downsides of XML as Remote Procedure Call (RPC) of APIs contains mostly
unclear patents involving some affected territories. XML, later evolved to Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP). SOAP was mainly used between machine-to-machine interaction but has two major limitations.
XML namespace were used to disambiguate the SOAP envelop elements from the message body
elements defined by the web services, but this arguably is unreadable by human. Secondly SOAP only
uses HTTP GET and POST but fails to get the benefit of the wider range of HTTP available methods such
as (DELETE, PUT, HEAD and OPTIONS) and also the full range of HTTP status code, associated with
them, hence performance degradation and negative effect on caching. (Fielding., 2000) rejected the RPC
style approach to APIs and proposed Representational State Transfer (REST) with the use of features of
the World Wide Web like using meaningful names for resource identifiers such as URLs, using resource
representation as opposed to function calls and messages used in SOAP, using HTTP status codes known
to web browsers and web clients, and using standard media-type support for caching where necessary.
REST became the widely used API style and has gained performance over SOAP. (Maximillian et al.,
2017) maintained that, REST brings lose coupling, composability of services, flexibility, robustness and
scalability. However, (Pautasso, 2008) observed that the choice of REST or SOAP should be based on
the architecture of the system. (Apigee, 2017), captures some significant trends of web API design,
proposed several design pattern and standard for REST API, mostly the structure, naming conversion and
format. (Yurii & Oksana, 2017) discussed issues consuming RESTful web API services in ASP.NET and
Entity Framework (EF). Their research focused on how to enable cross-origin requests and secured
ASP.NET Web API using token-based authentication. The research uses JavaScript clients which
consumed RESTful Web API services and later recommended that future development should be based
on the kind of API to be used, data format in the request, and the kind of authorization needed. (Inez,
2019) demonstrated some limitations of REST, as not optimal for poor network especially on mobile
devices, not flexible enough to deal with multiple devices with different user interface, the underfetching, and over-fetching problem, not Typed in any form and applicable for rapid front-end
development. (Suresh et al., 2019) also added a point to the limitation of REST which is API versioning.
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According to their work, as API creates a pact between two systems for exchange of information it should
be stable, and when organizational goal changes with time, the API should be able to be ahead to
modifications according to the business goal. This is done through API versioning. API versioning, if not
handled properly will restrict some client access to certain information. (Helgason, 2017) explored the
importance of separation of concerns between the client and the server (databases), pointing out the
importance of data accessibility and faster load time. The research compared GraphQL and REST API
using experimental methods focusing on performance where latency of delivery, data size of each
response, multiple iterations of individual tests for reliable data collection, while ensuring that each
iteration was run over different types of network. The research concluded that GraphQL is 51.75% faster
than the RESTful service.
(Taskula, 2019) conducted comparative analysis on data fetching approaches in web applications, with
special consideration to REST and GraphQL. Efficiency, complexity and maintainability were the key
focus of the research. A bakery service was developed with complex data fetching needs to evaluate the
APIs. The results of the experiments show that GraphQL performed considerably better than REST in
most test cases. Only REST with field level filtering was able to overcome GraphQL in the data
utilization part of the test. Also, the qualitative analysing shows that by adopting GraphQL the complexity
of an API could be reduced while additionally gaining enhanced development capabilities. At the end, the
analysis supported by others works concluded that GraphQL was better than REST. However, some
future work is needed to broaden the study to take aspects such as caching, mutations, and security into
account.
(Landeiro, 2019), analysed the performance of GraphQL in searching with different levels of complexity.
GraphQL was compared to REST API in regards of performance and flexibility looking at the response to
time and size. The result showed that response time for REST was higher and the data return in response
was bigger than needed (contains information that were not needed). Although according to the research
flexibility was not taken into account in the test as it was also proven that GraphQL present better
flexibility in request.
(Suresh et al., 2019) discussed about interoperability as one of the most fundamental necessity to a
successful achievement of Healthcare Information Systems. And how it can be achieved is by using
concrete consistent standard that defines both syntactic and semantic of information being exchanged in
the system. Health Level Seven (HL7) Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resource (FHIR). is one of such
standards in the Health Information Exchange (HIE). While HL7 FHIR supports REST architecture and
SOAP for seamless information exchange, this inherits the inflexibility and complexity that is associated
with the RESTful approach. they exploit the use of GraphQL and HL7 FHIR for HIE; and develop an
algorithm that maps HL7 FHIR resources to a GraphQL schema, they tested their work with a prototype
which was compared to the existing RESTful architecture. The result showed that the combination of
GraphQL and HL7 FHIR is cost-effective, performant, scalable, and flexible to meet the requirement of
both the web and mobile.
Patrick et al., (2020) observed that the declarative nature of GraphQL has attracted many practitioners in
both industries and academia yet it lacks integration capabilities. This short coming has been known in
the industry. There exists a first tool known as GraphQL Federation - a virtual integrated system which is
built on top of instrumented systems. It suffers from consolidation (conflicting) schemas, and multiple
types identifications mainly because its relatively new. The effect of the federation challenges led them to
propose a solution utilizing a Multiview modelling and domain specific modelling. They provided a
model-based presentation of GraphQL framework accompanied by a proof-of-concept (FoC)
implementation. (Dominik et al., 2020) pointed out the progressive nature of GraphQL in standardizing
interfaces of connecting links in today’s distributed systems and giving access to cloud data. (Andersson,
2018)noted that the response to size and the execution time it takes to retrieve this response may be
somehow prohibitively large, and that current implementation suffers from this problem. To this end the
research explores an implementation of an algorithm for calculating the exact size of the response object
from the GraphQL query and the performance-based evaluation of the implementation. The system
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developed using the algorithm generate some test queries that are problematic in nature to test the system.
As a result, the system scales very well and stops problematic queries from executing.
Erik et al., (2019) carried out an empirical study on GraphQL schema, the study shows the limitation
faced in GraphQL due to little or no knowledge of the underlining architecture of GraphQL and how it
can lead to bad schema designs and can also lead to excessive workloads on the server and database. The
study uses one of sixteen commercial GraphQL schemas and eight thousand, three hundred and ninetynine (8399) GraphQL schema mined from GitHub. The study shows that most of the schema are
susceptible to denial of service through complex queries which poses real security risk.
(Woolf, 2019) noted how GraphQL has become prominent in the field of full stack technology, and how
it has abstracted most of the complexity from developers with the help of tools and libraries. The research
compares REST to GraphQL and noted how REST having several routes for different request makes it
easy to load balance and to cache request. And how GraphQL has increased the strain of database from
multiple clients. He pointed out that even if the server is trimming the result from database, there comes
an increased latency and cost on the database since all request hit the database, and GraphQL does not
provide a caching system out of the box. The work developed a system known as CacheQL which is in
beta state, but it is able to cache both full and partial GraphQL queries on the server side.
Olaf & Jorge, (2018) embarked on a formalization and study of GraphQL. In their research they were able
to first formalized the semantics of GraphQL constructed in a labelled-graph data model and analysed the
language, which shows that the language has an efficient evaluation method. Their research also proved
that GraphQL complexity is an NL Complete and that enumeration problem in GraphQL can be solve
with a constant delay. Irrespective of these results it was found that GraphQL results can be significantly
large in an internet scenario. They presented an experiment to show that the existing practical
implementation suffers from these issues. Nevertheless, a solution was provided which shows that the
response size of a GraphQL request can be computed in polynomial time. Combining this with constant
delay in enumeration can assist developers to develop robust API using GraphQL
Wittern et al., (2019) carried out an empirical study of GraphQL schema. The study showed that the 1+N
problem is based on the design on the schema which can lead to an increase in response size. It was noted
that this might lead to a dynamic worse case depending on response from the data source, which varies
from linear to exponential. The research findings was not surprising as the key to super-linear response
sizes is particularly intuitive to relational schema structure. It was recommended that GraphQL providers
and middleware service provides a necessary means to gauge the cost of each query. Pagination was used
as a means of optimization of response size in two forms, slicing and connections pattern. Rinquin, (2017)
pointed out that the 1+N problem is the most obvious optimisation problem that is easily encountered in
setting up a GraphQL. In (Piotr, et al., 2020), several execution strategies of GraphQL queries were
evaluated when dealing with N+1 problem of GraphQL with regards to the impact of cycles in schema on
their execution times. Their results show that there is significance influence on performance due to the
selection of execution strategy. Their result also supports some of the general IT industry observations
regarding the GraphQL query processing.
GraphQL just like any other technology is not a silver bullet as it has limitation too. A GraphQL query
might be very expensive and deeply nested which can lead to DoS (Denial of Service) attack. However,
System timeout, maximum query depth, query complexity, throttling can be applied to this (Yassine,
2019). Common runtime performance problem found in GraphQL is the N+1 problem which is an
example of under-fetching situation. It occurs when data that could be obtained with a single retrieval
action is instead accessed as one object at a time. This is an antipattern found mostly in databases (Smith
& Williams, 2003).
Computational task and utilization of foreign resources as described by, (Cronin, 2019) is the Achilles
heels of GraphQL. However, two solution have been proposed and used to solved this Achilles heels of
GraphQL which are Batching and Data loader from Facebook Inc.(Facebook, 2015), and was recently
updated in (November 18, 2019). Yet the above solutions are only applicable when dealing with data
sources, but not with computational task.
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Yet another problem arising from GraphQL is its nature of repetition of tasks in its resolvers’ function are
usually overlooked as most API are concerned with data retrieval and manipulations. But as data
increases in size, simple task like sorting becomes a bottle neck for CPU with over millions of data.
Systems built with GraphQL suffers at runtimes when a request with a deeply nested iterable
objects is queried, especially when the computation of the result is identical. Moreover, additional
resources are wasted when such request needs external resource that can be computed together or batched,
but due to the independence of field and object resolvers it cannot be batched. Cases are available in SQL
where a selection query can have multiple IDs which returns multiple result in that same query. This
often leads to DoS attack, unnecessary trips for foreign resources, and CPU bottleneck.
Having explored these views with no research found on optimising GraphQL architecture, it therefore
becomes pertinent to fill the knowledge gap by optimising GraphQL so that the goal for which it designed
will be met.
Objectives of the Study
The following tasks are set out in attempt to optimize the runtime of GraphQL Architecture,
1. Develop a caching system for field level and object level resolvers using TypeScript
2. Integrate cache system into the resolvers
3. Integrate data-loader into the proposed system node package manager.
4. Test field and object level resolvers for repetitive task using Jest
5. Evaluate the result in relation to the previous system using time complexity
Analysis of the GraphQL System
GraphQL is the combination of Graph and Query Language. GraphQL specification serves as the
blueprint of all GraphQL server, and it specifies the capabilities and requirements of data models for
client-server application (Facebook, 2018). To analyse this system graphs, trees and recursive properties
are presented as they form the foundation of GraphQL.

Figure 1 Graph + QL = GraphQL

Graphs
Graphs are data structures that resemble the natural mental models in which related concepts are built on.
The relationship of entities and the entities itself are what made up graphs (figure 2). These entities are
referred to as node or vertices and the relationship or connection between them are called links or edges.
A graph can then be traversed recursively following the edges in some specific order. There are different
forms of graphs depending on how the edges and vertices are structured or arranged, but the focus is on
DAG - a type of graph presented in GraphQL. A directed edge or path has a start and an end implying that
it can only be traversed in the order of the direction. A DAG is a finite directed graph with no directed
cycles. This implies that finitely many edges and vertices are connected in such a way that no path starts
at the vertex (V) and follow any consistently directed sequence of edges that loops back to V again. In
other words, a DAG is a directed graph that has topological ordering, a series of the vertices such that all
edge is directed from earlier to later in the sequence. Adding direction to the edges changes the meaning
of the relationship between the nodes and introduces a hierarchy. Graphs transforms into different data
structures based on the constraints applied on them. A cyclic graph is a graph in which the first edge is
also the last edge. A graph without a cycle is an acyclic graph, and when direction is added it becomes a
tree (figure 3).
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Figure 2 Simple Graph

Figure 3 Graph transformed to a Tree
Tree to GraphQL
The tree (figure 4) structure is the foundation of GraphQL. The primary unit of a tree is a root node and
one or many children nodes, where there is a child to parent relationship between the levels of the tree.
Every path in a tree must end with a leaf node (a node without a child). This is referred to as scalars in
GraphQL. While nodes with child or children are refers to as Objects. When data are modelled as a graph
imposing the necessary constraints on, it then can leverage on tree properties to process such data.
Although tree can be processed as a whole, it is easier to be processed level by level. Read and write
operations is extended to full length of a tree by executing functions on the root node and then recursively
on the subsequent children node. Domain logic is designed using schema in GraphQL. Schema in
GraphQL (figure 5) is a graph consisting of types representing different entities. Types may be an object,
union of objects or a scalar. Types have different fields and each field points to another type except for
the scalar because it represents leaf nodes. A path through the schema will always resolve a collection of
scalars structure like a tree. GraphQL implementation allows developers to add user defined scalars with
custom validation and serialization functions. Just like the directed acyclic graph the relations between the
type and its fields are unidirectional.
The graph that can be traversed by visiting each tree once is known as tree traversal. A query in GraphQL
is a path in the graph starting from it root type to its subtypes until it reaches its scalar. This implies that a
query is a projection of a certain subset of the GraphQL schema to a tree. On the backend side every field
of a type map to a resolver function that returns its value when queried. The result of query is created by
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merging all results of the executing resolver functions for every field extracted from the schema. Tree
properties and recursive functions are used to also validate and execute queries on that schema. Resolvers
can be either user defined or system designed (provided by GraphQL). A resolver function or method
receives four arguments; the first contains the previous or parent object, for which a field on the root
Query type is often not used. The second contains arguments provided to the field in the GraphQL. The
third contains the context, a value which is provided to every resolver and holds important contextual
information like the currently logged in user, or access to database. The fourth contains field specific
information relevant to the current query as well as the schema details, also refer to as type GraphQL
Resolver Info.

Figure 4 Tree transformed into GraphQL type Structure

Figure 5 GraphQL Schema Tree and Query

Schema Parsing
At execution time, GraphQL server parses the schema document. Plain JavaScript objects called
typeMap, (figure 6), is used to stored types with reference to their fields and their resolver function in a
dictionary. When a field is to be resolved, the executing algorithm looks for the field in the dictionary to
get the resolver function and references to its subtypes in order to build its value.
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Figure 6 Simplified structure of the type map

Three steps are used to resolve the whole schema since every type contains a reference to it resolver and
its subtypes:
1. Retrieve a type from the typeMap dictionary
2. Execute its resolver function
3. Repeat 1 and 2 on the fields of this type and children.
The traversal of the schema is based on the query selection.
Query Parsing
An Abstract Syntax Tree (AST), (figure 7), is a tree representation of the syntax of source code from a
particular language. GraphQL server parses every query from a string to an AST, each node in the tree
represents a statement in the query, including its type, arguments, and position.

Figure 7 Query string and Abstract Syntax Tree

Compilers uses the AST as a common abstraction to validate syntax correctness in a process called syntax
analysis. Due to the tree-like structure, the AST is processed and interpreted using a recursive function.
This process is behind the query validation feature that GraphQL editors usually offer.
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Query Execution
Once a query operation has be converted to an AST and its structure validated, then the tree properties
can use to execute the query. A recursive function serves as the core of the executing algorithm that runs
on every node of the query tree, figure 8, following a depth first search order.

Figure 8 Query Tree and Traversal Order

In (figure 9), using GraphQL specification, executeField function is behind the field value resolution
(Facebook, 2018). Accordingly, the name of the type in execution, the definition of the said type from the
typeMap dictionary and the resolver function are all arguments of executeField. First is execution of the
resolver function by the algorithm and stores the result. Next, it completes the field value depending on its
type. for scalar types, its value is simply “coerced” using a serialization function and the result is return
directly.

Figure 9. GraphQL execution Sequence

For object type, the complete Value process is executed. CollectFields function assembles all the
subfields of the object type respectively that are yet to be resolved by the resolver function and returns a
field Group, an ordered array in respect to the depth first search. Then executeField recursively run on
each of the subfields collected, in parallel. Finally, the algorithm merges and coerces all the values
returned by the first execution of the resolver function and the complete Value results and builds the
results according to the order in the query AST tree. Proper error handling and response building make
the actual implementation trickier. Parsing queries into trees simplifies the resolution algorithm by
leveraging recursiveness and ensures the consistency of field execution for queries on schemas of any
shape and size.
Limitation Of The Existing GraphQL System
The existing implementation of GraphQL in (figure 10) lacks the ability to cache resolvers result, seeing
that resolvers bring about the functionality of GraphQL. A GraphQL server when executing a query
executes the resolver and the result is gotten. Then if the result produces fields containing object types,
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the fields are executed in parallel. There is no mechanism to check if multiple fields have the same values
and arguments, because two fields executed by a pure function containing same values and argument will
definitely produce the same result yet GraphQL does not have a way to check for this in order to avoid
redundant execution of resolvers. The process of the executeField resolving an object that will lead to a
collection often results to running resolvers repeatedly to generate its child nodes, giving rise to the same
problem of redundant runs when the child’s nodes are identical.
Proposed System
GraphQL Specification will serve as the blue print of the proposed system (Facebook, 2020), and it will
use the fourth argument GraphQL Resolver Info to determine if the result of the resolver should be
cached. By this provision a general caching system for all resolvers will be made. The system takes a user
defined function or the default function of the resolvers (if it is a field resolver) and use its fourth
argument to determine if the results should be cached. The proposed system then, caches all default fields
resolvers to prevent all unnecessary waste of system resources. To enable this the system will use pure
function for all its default resolvers and will integrate the cache in the resolver. This should fix the
unnecessary running of resolvers to provides result it already has.
The proposed system will be integrated with Dataloader (Facebook, 2015) by default as to provide
consistent data fetching over data sources. This will also use the fourth argument provider to resolver to
determine if the loader should be caching the result of the data source. Data-source API will be made
available to all resolvers using the third argument which is the context, since the content of the context is
available to all resolvers. The context, combined with the general cache system should solve the 1+N
problem.
The Cache System
The cache flow chart (figure 10) shows all the sub modules of the total cache system; it starts and then
call the Cache Customization function followed by calls to the Cache Initialization function. When the
cache has initialization is finished, the algorithm is set. The next stage the algorithm initiates the API
function. The API can now call any of the other function such as the Cache Invalidation, CacheRead,
CacheWrite or exit the system.
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start

CacheCustomization()

CacheInitialization()

API

CacheInvalidation(request, type)

CacheRead(request)

CacheWrite(request)

Stop

Figure 10 Flow Chart of the Cache System

Data Flow Model of the System Cache
The data flow model (figure 11) of the cache denotes the flow of data in the system, there is a
bidirectional connection between the resolver and the cache API. There is also a bidirectional connection
between the cache API and the cache, this enables an easy flow of communication between the system.
The resolvers have direct access to the cache API. The cache API has a direct access to cache using the
read, write and cache invalidation module.

Resolver

Cache API

Read/write

Cache

Figure 11. Cache data flow model of the System
The cache architecture (figure 12) shows the blueprint of the caching system. there are six models making
up the architecture, the cache API, cache customizer, cache writer, cache reader, cache invalidator and
storage. The storage in the architecture can be an in-memory storage such as RAM or System cache. For
persistency, a clone can be sent to the system secondary memory in a interval to prevent total loss of
cache data.
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System Cache Architecture
Cache
Invalidator

Cache
Customiser

Storage

Cache
Reader

Cache API

Cache Writer

Figure 12 System Cache Architecture.

GraphQL Execution
Once the server receives a query and pass it to an AST to generate the tree. The resolver tied to that actual
query is executed then the result is passed to executeField function. Which uses a recursive function to
traverse the tree using depth first search algorithm.
GraphQL execution flow chart (figure 13) illustrates how the executeField function resolves each field in
a type. The flow chart starts and goes into the executeField process because it is coming from a query. A
query resolver must have runned to produce a type that then goes into the executeField process. The
executeField process then call the resolver attach to the type using the typeMap. The resolver runs to
produce a result, the result is then checked to depict the type. If the type is a scalar the result is return but
if it is an object the process is repeated on each subfields of that types.
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Start

ExecuteField

Resolve

If Scalar

Return scalar

Collect
subfields

Figure 13. Flow chart of GraphQL execution

GraphQL Execution with Cache
GraphQL execution with caching integrated is shown in (figure 14). The execution has been modified to
integrate caching. ExecuteField checks the cache if the provided data is in the cache. It uses the cache
read function. Next is the cache result. If the result is a cache hit the resolver is skip for that field or type
and the existing data is sent to the result type. But if the result is cache miss the resolve function is called
normally, but after running the result is written to the cache using the cache write function. This will
enable the algorithm skip repeated resolvers’ tasks that produces the same results.

Start

ExecuteField

CacheRead(request)

Cache
result

miss

Resolve

hit

Collect
subfields

Object

Result type

Scalar

Return scalar

Figure 14 Flow chart GraphQL execution with cache
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GraphQL Execution with Cache and Dataloader
The flow chart in (figure 15) is an upgrade, the system is integrated with Dataloader, so the resolver is
where API are called from and where data source is added. The resolver is one of the reasons we might
have poor runtime with nested array. So, integrating Dataloader into the resolver allows database calls to
be batch and other remote calls to be batch using Dataloader. This reduces the number of remote calls and
the algorithm is exposed to a bidirectional communication between the resolvers and the Dataloader.
Start

ExecuteField

CacheRead(request)

Cache
result

miss

Resolve

Dataloader()

hit

Collect
subfields

Object

Result type

Scalar

CacheWrite(data)

Return scalar

Figure 15 Flow chart of GraphQL execution with cache and dataloader

GraphQL Execution Architecture
The GraphQL execution architecture (figure 16) consists of nine components. Cache is an in-memory
storage, that will be used to store resolvers’ result. Dataloader is use for both batching and caching of
remote calls, Cache API handles all cache operations such as the read, write etc. checkers is used to check
the type of result return from the resolvers. Result merger and serializer contains two function, first a
merger that merges all fields return from the resolvers. Then a serializer used in serializing custom scalar
values. Subfield collector is used to collect the available subfields of a particular type. It also checks the
tree to know if the field is part of the tree selected. Field executor collects the reference of the field to be
executed from the typeMap.
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Cache API

Cache

Field
Executor

Resolvers

Dataloader

Subfield
Collector

Checker

Data
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Result Merger and
Serializer

Figure 16. Flow chart of GraphQL execution architecture

System Specification
Apollo Server Express 2.17.0
Apollo server express is an open-source community that maintain GraphQL server developed for express
server. It uses the apollo server core. Apollo server is developed as a production ready server with little or
no setup required out of the box. Moreover, it works with any schema that is built with GraphQL.js or any
schema type definitions using schema definition language (SDL).
System Setup
i.
Start Node.js and set environment to production
ii.
Run NPM build script
iii.
Move the dist. folder to the production environment
iv.
Start MongoDB database
v.
Run NPM start script
vi.
Allow Node.js in firewall if prompt
vii.
Open browser and go to http://localhost:4000/graphql
The system checks the typeMap looking for cacheable resolvers and pure function in resolvers. Then it
attaches inbuilt Dataloader if none is present, so that all pure functions are memoized.
System Implementation and Result
The system initialize the database and it is ready to receives request. When a query is received, it converts
the query to an AST then resolves the query caching every node level using the Dataloader and
memoization function.
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When a mutation request is received, the system checks the request to see if there is any alteration in
order to invalidate any cache that may not be needed again. Else all cache is invalidated if cache
invalidation function is called.
Five (5) Queries with different depth are run ten (10) times in the new system and the existing system
under the same environment using the same data and below are the results obtained.

Figure 17. Query 1 Tree Structure

Table 1: Query 1 Duration Result measured in milliseconds (ms)
SN

Current
system Previous
Optimized
Apollo Apollo
GraphQL Server
Server

system
GraphQL

1

22.2502

25.196099

2

2.2016

5.409999

3

1.8977

7.054901

4

1.652101

4.592599

5

1.6775

4.7771

6

1.8219

5.4983

7

1.7828

4.7955

8

1.644199

4.598

9

1.6448

4.384301

10

2.0366

4.473699
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Table 2: Query 1 Number of Database Calls
Current System

Previous System

Optimize Apollo
GraphQL Server

Apollo GraphQL
Server

1

1

1

2

0

1

3

0

1

4

0

1

5

0

1

6

0

1

7

0

1

8

0

1

9

0

1

10

0

1

SN

Figure 18. Query 1 Current System vs Previous System Runtime Duration
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Figure 19. Query 2 Tree Structure

Table 3: Query 2 Duration Result measured in milliseconds (ms)
Current System

Previous System

Optimize Apollo
GraphQL Server

Apollo GraphQL
Server

1

49.4318

71.327701

2

2.931999

35.870699

3

2.726601

37.3531

4

5.493101

57.765201

5

2.8228

27.384801

6

3.1415

29.8813

7

2.6173

29.685101

8

2.7116

27.503601

9

3.0907

28.8946

10

3.3469

27.9337

SN
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Table 4: Query 2 Number of DB Calls
Current System

Previous System

Optimize Apollo
GraphQL Server

Apollo GraphQL
Server

1

6

19

2

0

19

3

0

19

4

0

19

5

0

19

6

0

19

7

0

19

8

0

19

9

0

19

10

0

19

SN

Figure 20. Graph of Query 2 Runtime Duration vs Number of Runs
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Figure 21. Query 3 Tree Structure

Table 5: Query 3 Duration Result measured in milliseconds (ms)
SN

Current System

Previous System

Optimize Apollo
GraphQL Server

Apollo GraphQL Server

1

70.6602

171.150299

2

6.9544

197.725

3

10.4272

124.019301

4

7.5227

109.585399

5

8.608801

100.532299

6

7.3837

94.007599

7

13.1023

94.083599

8

5.540201

87.7423

9

4.2986

91.535401

10

4.5826

79.635901
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Table 5: Query 3 Number of DB Calls
SN

Current System

Previous System

Optimize Apollo
GraphQL Server

Apollo GraphQL Server

1

8

80

2

0

80

3

0

80

4

0

80

5

0

80

6

0

80

7

0

80

8

0

80

9

0

80

10

0

80

Figure 22. Query 3 Current System vs Previous System Runtime Duration
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Figure 23 Query 4 Tree Structure
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Table 6: Query 4 Duration Result measured in milliseconds (ms)
SN

Current System

Previous System

Optimize Apollo
GraphQL Server

Apollo GraphQL Server

1

135.3574

448.832399

2

18.6201

259.6856

3

17.6613

284.8899

4

25.190701

254.702399

5

12.8678

255.7705

6

8.118299

196.3984

7

12.0557

197.6403

8

11.9842

164.132899

9

14.9442

164.522799

10

9.6017

213.1713

Current System

Previous System

Optimize Apollo
GraphQL Server

Apollo GraphQL Server

1

10

155

2

0

155

3

0

155

4

0

155

5

0

155

6

0

155

7

0

155

8

0

155

9

0

155

10

0

155

Table 7: Query 4 Number of DB Calls
SN
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Figure 24. Query 4 Current System vs Previous System Runtime Duration
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Figure 25. Query 5 Tree Structure
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Table 8: Query 5 Duration Result measured in milliseconds (ms)
SN

Current System

Previous System

Optimize Apollo
GraphQL Server

Apollo GraphQL Server

1

177.5366

537.628

2

32.132999

297.6375

3

16.4044

236.9155

4

14.0737

217.434

5

20.486599

282.89

6

12.0822

209.749101

7

14.3152

215.492899

8

12.965099

196.5474

9

13.194399

188.023601

10

20.2029

227.0098

Current System

Previous System

Optimize Apollo
GraphQL Server

Apollo GraphQL Server

1

12

218

2

0

218

3

0

218

4

0

218

5

0

218

6

0

218

7

0

218

8

0

218

9

0

218

10

0

218

Table 9: Query 5 Number of DB Calls
SN
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Figure 26. Query 5 Current System vs Previous System Runtime Duration

CONCLUSION
This study developed an optimised graph query language based on Apollo GraphQL. The essence was to
reduce runtime of system and number of trips to resolves external resources such as database, API calls
etc. Recent researches have shown that most of the delay in run time are as a result of inability to batch
external resources and to cache resolvers’ results.
The system obtains most performance boost as a result of caching and batching, though alternative
method was provided for cache storage such as the use of memory database such as Redis and
Memcached. Even with alternative medium for cache storage, a situation may arise when time might not
be a problem but rather memory.
The solution provided by this study will enable CPU utilization in GraphQL to be of optimum
performance and will add to the previous fixes of GraphQL. It will provide an in-depth knowledge of
GraphQL execution, sufficient for other researchers to build on. The research focused on the existing
problem of GraphQL N+1 problem as stated in (Piotr et al., 2020) and hence provides a solution to it in
GraphQL caching and batching execution strategies. While still utilizing both batching and caching, the
study also provides an alternate GraphQL execution architecture which integrates data-loader into its core
and provides an API for caching of other fields.
The study presented an alternative GraphQL server architecture while maintaining the GraphQL
specification that provides for inbuilt batching and caching system used in reducing the runtime and
number of trips to external resources while at same time maintaining the flexibility of the system by
keeping the API open for the developers to choose in and out of use. It provided another framework on
the optimisation of GraphQL where future works can be built on. The study also presents an entity-based
structure for code developers to build on, as it keeps related codes to an entity together while providing
for a shared space for common codes. Lastly, it made available sample code for batching and caching that
can be used with MongoDB and any other GraphQL servers.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Further research should tend towards optimizing the cache storage. A more efficient method should be
provided in other to pass cache result from query to query, query to resolver etc. This will further reduce
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the cache size since resolvers will not necessarily need to rerun what another resolver or query might have
run. The system setup should be further tested in limited memory environment to provide further result
with optimal upper bound and lower bound that will best fit the caching system.
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